
Grand Canyon Helicopter Tours from Las Vegas

Las Vegas, Grand Canyon, Nevada 89109
United States

With over 9 years experience in providing helicopter tours over the Grand Canyon,

you couldn’t be in better hands, as we provide an unforgettable experience of one

of America’s most famous landmarks. We use state of the art helicopters for our

flights, and our pilots are highly experienced and friendly, so we can ensure that

your tour is both safe and comfortable. For that reason our safety and security

measures assures our passengers the safest and most pleasurable experience

possible.We offer a variety of helicopter tours that range from simply taking in the

amazing sights of the Grand Canyon and Las Vegas to off-road adventures and

overnight camping!And since you are staying in Las Vegas, there is so more to do in

Las Vegas than fly in a helicopter! Maybe even TOO much to do. If you’re feeling a

little overwhelmed by all the choices, or getting it all organized, why not choose a

tour, or two? We also offer other fun Las Vegas tours! Explore this amazing city and

make memories to carry for a lifetime.Being one of the largest helicopter tour

providers in the Las Vegas and Grand Canyon areas, we can offer some other

exciting and fun tour options in addition to our helicopter tours. See the Grand

Canyon from an off road vehicle or a hot air balloon! Watch a hilarious Vegas

Comedy Show. We have lots of fun ideas at the best prices! From nightlife, to

walking tours, bike tours, food tours, shows & comedy, there is SO many great Las
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and interest! Browse our tour packages, hand picked and reviewed by our

visitors.We offer fast and secure booking online. That way you can be sure that you

receive the helicopter tour that you desire. Whatever your needs, we are sure that

we will have a tour that will suit you.Check out all we offer and our daily discounts

at Grand Canyon Helicopter Tours & Las Vegas Area Attractions on our website at

http://grandcanyonhelicoptertour.net/Experience the Majestic Grand Canyon from

the sky. Choose from dozens of Grand Canyon Heli Tours to find the Perfect one for

you. 
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